**Phosphorus Fans Paul Revere In Latest Edition**

**Good Clean Fan and Artistic Tests Last Effected In Highest Class**

Apparatus for novel Monday and Phase One, the Paul Reever number at Yale Col., will round out an otherwise perfect vacation, and a peculiar situation of the "best ever practiced," by authority of Jim Henry, Managing Editor.

As usual, the new issue will clack to its standard size, 14 by 11 inches, and will contain amongst other things, a number of thought-provoking drawings, a long letter at this TECH, and a factual series in the way of "The Midnight Ride of the Bremen" by Robert M. Beven, Literary Editor, whose verse evokes a dreamy image of the incandescent pages of the magazine.

**SEPTEMBER THREE**

The cover, developing the theme of the title, depicts Paul Revere looking away from the wall, with street lamp, etc., and evidently carrying convictions of the frame work, since Mary Revere is shown leaving in a great hurry, evidently real just from the house.

One of the so-called highlights of the new issue will be the opening of a "New Room," which will net forth the ideal qualifications of new candidates. All candidates are expected to take part in the playing of their batteries, although it is the humble opinion of this commentator that if such is the case, no ballots will be cast.

On the other hand, the new issue will contain a mass of the usual proportion of fact and two little caecia, proving that, no matter how you print it, it's still Two Free.

**Cover Competition Announced**

Coincidentally with the publication of this issue a new announcement of a contest to select a standard background cover for new issue of THE TECH. The design is to be used in standard form for the next year's issue, a prize for the one selected of ten dollars will be awarded to the person whose design is used. The contest is open to undergraduate and graduate members of the Institute.

**Details of Contest**

The design is one which should be easily recognized and not be due in a petit maner. Scale is to be 10 to 14 by 17 inches (2-3 times actual size). Leave a white space on the cover which dimensions are 10 inches across, and not to exceed 8 by 12 inches. Cover must bear the following information:

**Title:** M. I. T. (in small letters) and THE TECH (in large letters).

**Address:**

M.I.T. Office of General Interest
Cambridge, Mass.

**Requirements**:

All designs entered must be left in Miss Meyers, ss se, Eagan 105, Massachusetts Avenue, by 5 o'clock, Friday, April 15.

**Judging**: The judging of the entries will be made by Mr. Compton, President, and Mr. M. Becker, who will report to the Board of Directors for action.

**Title**: THE M. I. T. (in small letters) and THE TECH (in large letters).

**Address**: Massachusetts General Hospital
1234 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, Mass.

**COMPTON ADVISES PLANNING EXPENSES**

**Addresses Academy Of Political And Social Sciences In Philadelphia**

"The degree of civilization of any one people is measured by the degree to which they plan the activities of each one for the sake of reaching a future goal," Dr. Carl T. Compton, president of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, declared in an address before the Academy of Political and Social Sciences in Philadelphia on the afternoon of April 16. Speaking on the subject, "Long-Range Budgeting or Public Capital Expenditures," Dr. Compton pointed out that the biggest single function of public works falls short of this ideal.

Several bills which could make effective public works planning possible were discussed. One of these, now before the Legislature of Massachusetts and presented by the Massachusetts Commission on Stabilization of Employment, provides for the planning of public works (five years in advance) on the basis of projecting a budget which would actually be varied from year to year, but adapted to provide for one-third of the contemplated construction.

**Stabilization of Employment Discussed**

As an additional means of stabilizing employment, provision is made to spend up to one-fifth of the amount of one- half year's additional work whenever such is authorized by a federal employment stabilization bill. Payment for this work would be provided at between 80 and 100 per cent of the actual appropriation for the succeeding five years. Thus the total cost of public works over a five-year period is to be set at if the unemployment emergency had not existed.

Dr. Compton directed attention to an other effective move in this direction brought about by the establishment of a federal employment stabilization bureau for advanced planning of public works. This bureau, he said, has already demonstrated how important it is to have a long-range objective for the guidance of annual budgetary appropriations.

**THE SLOPPER**

**MEN’S SHOES**

"Johnston & Murphy" Shoes at the

**NEW LOW PRICES, $10.50 and $12.50**

These splendid new models for Spring wear are now ready for your selection

**COES & SOTTERDO 10 and 14 SCHOOL STREET**

**THE LOUNGER**

"Now in a patriotic chorale!" she exclaimed the gallant singer. "One—" "Oh, yes," interrupted his sufferer twice-a-week, "but how can you possibly sing, "Our Starred Banner"?" Little Benny has doubled his interest in the Book of St. Cecilia. The result of many years' effort to write the national anthem did not bear fruit. Besides, he was afraid the President might say: "No, this is not a period of dedication. Vote our boys. Original investment doubled in three years, or you can sell at par and get your back."